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Book Reviews
another way to teach science—smaller, less spectacu-Telling the True Story of Biology
lar, and until now, less-respected by the marketplace.
That other way is to tell stories.
I am convinced that all great teachers (and the Ameri-Discovery—Windows on the Life Sciences
can scientific community has had its share), are storytell-By R.A. Lewis
ers. I would also suggest that the most successful uni-
Malden, MA: Blackwell Science (2001).
versity science courses are not those that cram in the
235 pp. $32.95
largest numbers of facts, but those who use scientific
fact and context to weave stories of discovery and inno-
vation that help students to follow the train of ideas,
Where do new scientists come from? This is a question guesswork, and dumb luck that drives the scientific en-
that has many answers, of course, but the simplest and terprise forward. This approach gives students a chance
most direct answer is that they come from educational to understand the human drama and the flow of ideas
institutions. Scientists get their early training in the same behind scientific discovery, something that is in remark-
places that teach them how to read, write, and do arith- ably short supply in the “big” books used for most
metic. For better or for worse, every year the primary courses.
and secondary institutions of education in the United Compared to its competition, Ricki Lewis’ Discovery—
States produce tens of thousands of students who enter Windows on the Life Sciences is a lightweight—in the
college intending to pursue a career in science. These very best sense of that word. Tipping the scales at just
days, most of those students have the life sciences in 444 grams, it carries no pretense of being a comprehen-
mind, and this means that they face a time-honored sive biology textbook. It is, instead, a wonderful paper-
hurdle on their way to a biology or biochemistry major— back that tells what might be best described as nine of
introductory biology. Dr. Lewis’ favorite stories. Readers of The Scientist will
On many campuses, including my own, entry-level be familiar with her skillful and insightful writings on a
courses in biology carry some of the highest enrollments variety of scientific issues, which have become one of
of any academic subject. If we are going to recruit tal- that periodical’s most attractive features. In this paper-
ented young people into the scientific community, these back, she has melded her skills as a journalist with the
courses are the place to start. Given the huge enroll- insights of a true scientist to produce a series of highly
ments of introductory biology courses, one would also readable accounts of scientific discovery.
think that the forces of the marketplace would have Lewis is unusually skilled at helping her readers to
produced some extraordinary textbooks. In a way, they follow connections between seemingly unrelated re-
have. Publishers have produced a herd of beautiful, well- search fields that are brought together from time to time
illustrated comprehensive textbooks that compete vig- in flashes of scientific insight. Her careful focus on the
orously and tempt instructors with time-saving goodies development of ideas helps to give this book an empha-
such as test generators, computer-friendly illustration sis on individual scientists that most textbooks sadly
files, and even predesigned course web sites. The price lack. She introduces us to the likes of Jim Schlatter, who
of these glittering baskets of ancillaries, built into the synthesized the artificial sweetener aspartame; Robin
costs of textbooks, can be staggering. The launch of a Warren and Barry Marshall, who identified the bacterial
single new comprehensive college biology textbook cause of ulcers; and Beatrice Mintz, whose chimeric
may exceed ten million dollars. mice redirected the study of mammalian development.
Up-front costs of this magnitude tend to force publish- Several of her chapter-long stories follow the develop-
ers away from the risks of innovation, and the result is ment of grand ideas—probing the origin of life and rede-
that nearly all books today follow the successful strategy fining the classification of living organisms. Others are
exemplified by Neil Campbell’s Biology series (Boston: scientific detective stories—tracing the causes of BSE
Addison-Wesley, 1998). Everything is covered, often in and uncovering the role that telomeres play in cellular
exquisite detail. Whether your own research is in photo- life span. A few are highly specific, such as the relation-
synthesis or taxonomy, cell motility or anatomy, you ship of homocysteine to cardiovascular disease, and
will find enough depth in your own field to make you several deal with matters in today’s headlines, including
confident that the authors of this book know, under- genetically modified foods and stem cells. Despite their
stand, and validate your scientific work. In the academic wide range, Lewis is careful to trace each story to its
marketplace, where books are chosen by individual sci- scientific roots. Her chapter on cloning, for example,
entist-teachers and not by students, best-sellers are begins not with “Dolly” but with Weismann and Spe-
born from the successful application of this strategy. mann, and then successfully captures the atmosphere
The truth is that books like Biology are wonderful teach- of excitement and doubt that surrounded John Gurdon’s
ing resources. It is also true that they are very, very successful amphibian cloning experiments of the 1960s.
large—Campbell’s fifth edition tips the scales at more Lewis’ Discovery is not about to displace the big
than 3 kilograms. books that have become a standard in so many Biology
The size and comprehensive nature of these big books 101 lecture halls around the country. It does not tell
go hand-in-hand, and if complete coverage of a field is students the function of the lac repressor, the number
the way to inspire young scientists, they may be just the of proteins in the small ribosomal subunit, or how to
distinguish an ascomycete from a deuteromycete. Whatthing to support introductory biology. There is, however,
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Discovery does do is to tell a series of wonderful stories But DNA molecules are very, very long: at a full turn
in a way that will help students understand the allure of of the double helix every 34 A˚, replication by unwinding
the scientific enterprise and the passion with which the seemed to present an insuperable problem in applied
best researchers approach their work. Having read and topology. Watson and especially Crick, confident that
enjoyed every one of Lewis’ “windows” on the life sci- the structure was too good to be false, shrugged the
ences, I wouldn’t be a bit surprised if twenty or thirty objection off. Max Delbru¨ck, though equally enamored
years from now some of our most creative life scientists of the structure, seized upon the difficulty. In the small
trace their passion for research to this little paperback, world of the nascent molecular biology (some two-score
assigned for their first college course. They might not scientists), Delbru¨ck was the theoretician and had been
remember its title or the name of its author, but I would the mentor of many, including Watson. His style was
bet that they will never forget the view it gave them of ever skeptical—a good part of his intellectual and psy-
science. chological dominance. Untwiddling, he called the diffi-
culty, and he picked at it persistently and loudly. He
Kenneth R. Miller even urged that there ought to be a similar structure
Brown University where the two helices were not intertwined but lay side-
Providence, Rhode Island 02912 by-side, fitting into each other’s groove.
Not yet shown was how, exactly, the chemical compo-
nents of a DNA molecule behave during replication—
where they go. Perhaps the entire molecule replicatedUntwiddledee and Untwiddledum
without untwiddling. Perhaps Watson and Crick were
right and each strand reproduced its complementary
opposite, which would mean that in the first generation,Meselson, Stahl, and the Replication of DNA: A History
each daughter helix would contain one strand intactof the “Most Beautiful Experiment in Biology”
from the original. Perhaps the strands broke into bits,By Frederic Lawrence Holmes
with daughter helices put together in some other way.New Haven, CT and London: Yale University Press
Gunther Stent, an acolyte of Delbru¨ck’s, termed these(2001). 416 pp. $45.00
conservative, semiconservative, and dispersive replica-
tion. He favored the conservative mode—no untwid-
dling—and worked to demonstrate it.In 1941, in a vigorously imaginative book, New Paths in
Watson and Crick’s second paper, five weeks afterGenetics, the English geneticist John Burdon Sanderson
the first that marvelous spring of 1953, proposed thatHaldane wondered, among much else, how the self-
DNA functions as the gene by the sequence of the fourreproduction of the gene could be demonstrated:
kinds of bases dictating the sequence of amino acids—“How can one distinguish between model and copy?
not yet a settled number of kinds—in a protein chain.Perhaps you could use heavy nitrogen atoms in the food
To figure out exactly how this was done was called thesupplied to your cell, hoping that the ‘copy’ genes would
coding problem. George Gamow saw this paper andcontain it while the models did not.”
that summer wrote to them in Cambridge, suggestingFifteen years later, and four years after the publication
an approach based on the physical geometry of DNA,by James Watson and Francis Crick of the structure
the holes or slots among the bases along the wideof DNA, Matthew Meselson and Frank Stahl performed
groove of the helix, into which he supposed amino acidsessentially that experiment.
would fit. Gamow was a physicist of deep originality andYet the course of true science rarely runs straight. We
flamboyant enthusiasms. Among his papers was the oneall know this: but to demonstrate the truism in full detail
in 1946 that established what Fred Hoyle later christenedis the burden of Frederic Lawrence Holmes’s book about
the Big Bang. His approach to coding was mistaken butthe genesis of the Meselson-Stahl experiment.
stimulating. Its first consequence was that the day theyOn stumbling across that passage in Haldane, in 1976
received the letter, Crick sat down with Watson, overwhile writing about the experiment myself, I wrote to
lunch at the Eagle pub, and sorted out by chemical firstMeselson. “No, I do not recall ever seeing the aston-
principles the list of twenty essential amino acids thatishing words of J.B.S. Haldane quoted in your letter,”
DNA specifies. Crick was emerging as the next theoristhe answered, on the 8th of May. “I got the book from the
of molecular biology: his style was attack, chopping uplibrary to see if anything about it would jog my memory.
problems and solving them.Nothing did.”
That second paper also offered a mechanism of muta-The moment Watson and Crick got the structure of
genesis, namely, a mistake during replication where oneDNA, four problems presented themselves: replication,
of the bases mispaired, putting the wrong partner in thecoding, mutations, and the structure and function of
newly forming opposite chain. It was known that theRNA. As was instantly recognized, the beauty of the
base 5-bromouracil, not found in nature but an analogmolecule—the parsimonious elegance of the double-
of thymine, if supplied in the culture medium duringhelical structure—lay in the pairing by which each of the
bacteriophage replication, could be incorporated ran-four kinds of bases on one strand joins by hydrogen
domly into DNA instead of thymine; one result was anbonds its uniquely specific complement on the other
increase in mutation rates. Perhaps experiments withstrand, adenine to thymine, cytosine to guanine. The
5-BU offered a way to demonstrate mismatching as mu-first paper pointed out that this immediately suggested
tagenesis. Stent surmised that this route might also pen-the way the molecule reproduces, by rupturing those
etrate to the mode of replication.bonds, opening the two strands, and assembling on
each the complementary sequence of the other. Even before the structure was resolved, Watson and
